INSTRUCTIONS: (for students)

**Section A** contains **NINE** questions.
You are required to answer **ALL QUESTIONS** in this section
For many questions you must choose which **ONE** of two parts to answer
All questions are worth **4 marks**.

**Section B** contains **EIGHT** questions.
You are required to answer **ALL QUESTIONS** in this section
All questions are worth **8 marks**.
Please use a new answer book for this section

**SECTION A**

**Section A** contains **NINE** questions.
You are required to answer **ALL QUESTIONS** in this section
For many questions you must choose which **ONE** of two parts to answer
All questions are worth **4 marks**.

(*Total of 36 marks*)

A1: (4 marks)

A2. (4 marks)

A3. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY **ONE** OF THESE **2 PARTS** i.e EITHER A3.1 OR A3.2

A3.1

OR

A3.2

A4. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY **ONE** OF THESE **2 PARTS** i.e EITHER A4.1 OR A4.2

A4.1

OR

A4.2

A5. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY **ONE** OF THESE **2 PARTS** i.e EITHER A5.1 OR A5.2.

A5.1

OR

A5.2

A6. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY **ONE** OF THESE **2 PARTS** i.e EITHER A6.1 OR A6.2.

A6.1.

OR

A6.2-
A7. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY ONE OF THESE 2 PARTS i.e EITHER A7.1 OR A7.2.
A7.1- OR
A7.2-

A8. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY ONE OF THESE 2 PARTS i.e EITHER A8.1 OR A8.2.
A8.1 OR
A8.2

A9. (4 marks) ANSWER ONLY ONE OF THESE 2 PARTS i.e EITHER A9.1 OR A9.2.
A9.1 OR
A9.2
Section B contains EIGHT questions.
You are required to answer ALL QUESTIONS in this section
All questions are worth 8 marks.
(Total of 64 marks)
Please use a new answer book for this section

B1. (8 marks)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

B2. (8 marks)
(a)
(b)

B3. (8 marks)
(a)
(b)

B4. (8 marks)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

B5. (8 marks)
(a)
(b)

B6. (8 marks)

B7. (8 marks)

B8. (8 marks)